Aids Pandemic: Traditional Practices Increasing Risk of HIV Infections in South Africa
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Abstract

Traditional bare-knuckle fist (boxing without protective gloves and mouth guards) fighting practices in South Africa may constitute a subtle route of HIV/AIDS spread. The fighters without protective barriers are exposed to the blood products and body fluids of each other during such tournaments. Little or no study exists about the knowledge and perceptions of the bare-knuckle fighters on the risk of acquiring HIV infection during such sport in South Africa.

Methods: Focus group discussion with participants and interviews with organizers were conducted to determine the knowledge and perceptions on risk for HIV infection and the motivating factors among the fighters.

Results: It was found that the fighters have inadequate knowledge about possible HIV transmission during such bouts. Apart from fun and entertainment, upholding ancestral tradition was a strong factor for participation in bare-knuckle fighting.

Conclusion: The knowledge and perceptions on HIV infections among the fighters appear inadequate. They rely on protective power of “muti” (magical wands, powder and herbs) against injury and HIV infections. There is a need for a multifaceted approach to prevent possible spread of HIV and other blood-borne infections among the fighters and its ripples effect on the community.
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Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection and Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS) remains a global public health problem with huge impact on the health care system, family system and socio-economic consequences [1]. It is estimated that about 95% of the people living with HIV are in the developing countries, where the prevalence rates among adults is between 20-30 [2]. The World Health Organization, confirmed that 65% of estimated 39.5 million people infected with HIV globally are in sub-Saharan Africa. Furthermore, about two-third of the newly diagnosed cases resides in Africa and the likelihood of sub-Saharan adult to acquire HIV infection is 10 times higher than for an American adult and 20 times higher for Western Europe adult [3].

In 2012, South Africa accounted for about 6.1 million of all people living with HIV and AIDS in the world [4]. With more than 240,000 deaths due to AIDS in 2012, South Africa has more than 2.5 million orphans due to AIDS aged 0 to 17 years. This figure may be an underestimation as the true case of death is not always disclosed because of stigmatization [4]. This epidemic continues to grow in South Africa despite efforts to control it. Although the majority of South Africans are familiar with HIV/AIDS, risky practices are still widespread among young people especially in rural areas [3]. Pervasive traditional practices and cultural beliefs that are likely to expose fighters to infectious diseases such as HIV [5,6], indicate the need for improved intervention programs in South Africa.

The traditional bare-knuckled fighting (boxing without protective gloves and mouth guards), commonly known as Musangwe is an ancient sport practiced by young African men whilst dipping their cattle. The fight among the bulls as the dip, and whose bull won the fight was soon be replaced by men fighting each other. It involves the use of bare knuckle fists, elbows, knees and head butts [7].

Recent report indicated that there is a growing trend among rural men to participate in traditional bare-fist fighting sport in South Africa [7]. Unlike modern competitive contact sport such as boxing and karate [8,9], bare fist fighters are neither protected, screened for infectious diseases nor examined for their health status, weight, height and suitability for the opponent. Soft tissue injuries with profuse bleeding such as contusion, lacerations, abrasions are common during contact sports (Figures 1 and 2) and could result in transmission of blood borne infectious diseases if protective devices are not worn [10]. Thus traditional bare-knuckle fist fighting could be a silent mode of HIV transmission in South Africa which heavily laden with HIV/AIDS.

It has been observed that behaviour change and community engagement appear to be the most effective method to prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS [11,12]. In achieving behavioural change, perceived threat of contracting the disease/condition is known to produce best result [11,12]. However, studies have also shown that many people tend to believe in their own invulnerability to AIDS, a phenomenon widely referred to as optimism bias [7,11,12]. The reasons for such erroneous belief is rooted in misconception, ignorance, cultural beliefs and denial [11,12]. There is paucity of information on the knowledge and perceptions of traditional fist fighters on the risk...
of HIV infections. Therefore, it becomes pertinent to investigate the knowledge and perceptions of this group of our population on HIV/AIDS transmission and acquisition during the tournament they participate twice in a year.

Materials and Methods

Qualitative research approach was adopted to determine the knowledge and perception of the bare—knuckle fist fighters on spread of HIV/AIDS during the fight and what are the motivating factors for participation in such tournaments. The research protocol was approved by the Ethics committee of the University of Limpopo, Polokwane and permission given by the sport organizers. Study participants were all bare fist fighters participating in the sport between December 2012 and October 2013. Before the fights, tournament organizers introduced researchers to the participants. The selection of fighters was guided by tournament organizers and supported by fighters from same village or town.

Organizers selected one fighter per area. The selected fighter should be a team leader of fighters from his village or town, and has been fighting for more than five years. Seven focus group discussions (FGD) consisting of nine participants each and face to face individual interviews with five (5) tournament organizers were held. Three calibrated investigators (moderator, note taker and assistant moderator) conducted all interviews before the fights using semi structured questionnaires with four main FGD questions:

- What are your perceptions about the risk of HIV infections during the fight?
- How do you protect yourself from getting injured during the fight?
- What is your opinion about the introduction of HIV testing for the participants?
- What are the motivating factors for participating in bare fist tournaments?

The FGD was audiotaped to ensure that the participant’s responses were quoted verbatim. The FGD conducted in mobile clinic lasted approximately 55 minutes. Modified participant observation and handwritten field notes were also taken as data sources. After each bout, fighters were seen in mobile clinic for clinical examination.

Minor injuries were treated and more serious injuries were referred for management in the hospital.

Data Management and Analysis

The final transcripts for analysis were based on the transcribed audiotapes and handwritten notes. These data were analyzed using a grounded theory approach, which begins with the careful reading and re-reading of transcribed transcripts. From this, coding schemes of responses are developed that are used to identify common themes. Three authors (Simon, David, Veronica) independently developed coding schemes, and identified themes by consensus. The themes thus identified were evaluated by all authors for consistency and redundancy. Direct quotes arising from the discussion are presented to support identified themes. To ensure anonymity, participants are given pseudonyms.

In order to increase credibility of the study, triangulation method was used. The triangulated data sources were assessed against one another to cross-check data and interpretation. The underlying assumption is that, because various methods complement each other, their respective shortcomings can be balanced out.

Results

HIV messages, cultural practices and perceptions on risk of HIV infections

The group had different views on the subject. There was a strong feeling that HIV testing was not necessary. Some believed that they are protected from HIV infections by muti while others doubt efficacy of such magical power in protecting against HIV acquisition. Maanda: "From the point that I am looking at... the knowledge that I have as a community member. HIV exists, but I don't think I can get it, my muti protects me". [Interjected, shaking the head]  Joe: "...If you get my blood and I am HIV+, you will have AIDS". James: "Your muti is useless, 30 or 40 mineworkers died in Marikana…sangoma misled them…were killed".

The dominant views, however, is that of belief that muti offer reliable protection against spread of HIV and therefore consider HIV testing, use of protective devices, and other measures to prevent transmission unnecessary.

Motivating factors for participating in bare fist tournaments

The main motivating factor other than fun and entertainment was the fulfillment of old tradition practiced by the ancestors. Boysen: "Whether I win or lose...I feel very fulfilled and feeling of pride that I am walking in the footsteps of my forefathers"
Discussion

There are many published studies which document the transmission of blood borne pathogens such as Hepatitis and HIV through open skin in sporting events [13-15]. The likelihood of transmission is increased in the absence of protective measures as practiced by bare-fist knuckle fighters.

These fighters demonstrated poor knowledge on the risk of transmission of blood borne pathogens such as HIV and hepatitis during the tournament. They rely heavily on protective power of herbs and muti against the spread of HIV and maintain that participation offer them pride in appeasing the ancestor though no monetary, material or trophy rewards.

Many researchers have reported that cultural beliefs and traditional practices constitute an obstacle to individual behavior change and community engagement as a method of preventing spread of HIV/AIDS [11,12,16-19]. It is possible that the fighters may change their attitude if they are made to see the danger of acquiring HIV during the tournament.

The reported gaps in HIV/AIDS knowledge and participants' health beliefs and practice are usually embedded in social conditions in which they live and work [20]. Such beliefs and practices have effect on their decision and behavior [17,18], which may block any intervention messages from health providers in printed and broadcast media.

Several community factors such as denial of HIV existence, community isolation and discrimination of infected individuals, evil spirits causing diseases, protective muti and ancestors punishing wrong doers are probably contributing to low HIV testing [16,17,20]. The attitude of participants in bare-knuckle fist fighters fit into most of these factors.

Published reports indicated that fist fighters could be cross infected if they sustain laceration and bleeding during the sport [14,15]. The dearth of publications on transmission of HIV/AIDS through contact sports may be due to effectiveness of screening procedures and protective devices used. However, this could not be said of bare knuckle sport as observed in this study. We are of the opinion that the risk of HIV/AIDS could be real in bare knuckle fist fighting. The increasing number of fighters participating in the tournament should be a matter of concern to health authorities [7]. In sub-Saharan Africa, where the prevalence of HIV exceeds 30%, and with no concrete evidence of declining [4,5], every avenue of spreading the disease must be blocked. The main ethical challenge would be how to introduce screening of fighters and the use of protective devices without changing the rules of the game and modernization of traditional practices and the culture.

Conclusion

The participants in the study prefer to maintain their traditional practices and cultural beliefs in fist tournaments. Their knowledge and perception of risk of transmitting HIV/AIDS during the tournament is inadequate. Of major concern is their reliance on muti for protection and negative attitude towards HIV testing and use of protective devices. There is a need for a multifaceted and multilevel approach to help prevent spread of HIV through this insidious route. This will include education and government participation in the sport.

Researchers acknowledge limitations of our study: (1) convenience sample may not be representative of the population being studied. It can lead to under-representation or over-representation of particular groups within the sample, which often lead to biases results. (2) Our presence during FGD may have affected and or influenced the fighters' responses, and (3) Generalizability of the results.
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